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Quanguo encouraged officials to round up everyone who should be rounded up. [46] Most of those detained in the camps are never charged with any crime. [44] Many Turkic Muslims reported that over half of their family members have been interned in political education camps, pretrial detention centers, or prisons. [229] In 2017, Xinjiang Party Secretary

Chen Quanguo encouraged officials to round up everyone who should be rounded up or that the struggle against terror and to safeguard stability is a protracted war, and a war of offensefurther illustrate support for these crimes at the senior level. [219] The governments assignment to Xinjiang of Chen Quanguo, who presided over brutal and repressive
government policies in Tibet, is further evidence of a broader government policy that facilitated crimes against humanity. [220] Wen Zhonglu, who was appointed deputy director of the State Security Bureau of Xinjiang, was responsible for the large-scale round-up of suspects in ethnic Korean neighborhoods. [221] Some ethnic Korean, mostly elderly men

from Xinjiang, were forcibly relocated from their homes to the internment camps and after several days of detention, their families were told that the men had gone to their hometowns, but their whereabouts were unknown. [221] By January 2017, there were between four and five million Uyghurs and Kazakhs being detained in Xinjiang, according to a
leaked internal document. [222]
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this is the last of the secret movies. it's, like, so good i can't even talk about it without giggling. secret: spy takes a classic spy movie and, well, treats it like a horror film. a lot of this is due to the fact that the action is set in korea, where the infiltration of north korea is a thing. this movie's running a bit longer than your usual spy movie, which
has the effect of making it feel more like a thriller than a spy movie. the plot is a bit too heavy-handed with the whole "free people are trying to overthrow a despotic government" trope and the jingoism, but the action, direction, and characters are all top-notch. here's the movie with the only name that has ever been the name of a horror

movie. it's the most famous movie ever made about time travel, and it's a remake of the american classic. this movie is one of the greatest films ever made, and that's a fact. it's a very polished, very well-made remake of the original movie, which is a pretty big deal, and the marketing has been spot-on. the movie is hilarious, and the
premise is both terrifying and surreal, making it a nightmare of a film. so if you're an old fan of time travel movies, you need to see this one. i'm a huge fan of blade runner (the original, not the harrison ford remake) and found that it's most successful overseas. so when i saw this version of the sci-fi classic, i was pretty excited. what i found is

that, like all versions of blade runner, this one is a lot more thoughtful and a lot more self-aware than the original. the film has a strong sense of place, which makes it feel like a true sci-fi movie rather than a kind of sci-fi terry gilliam special-effects movie. it's a gorgeous piece of art and is a great addition to the blade runner canon.
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